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To the Citizens of Mountain

services
Last Sunday,
were held at the Liberty school-housand quite a crowd was in
attendance, partaking of basket
dinner. Sunday afternoon, Mrs.
Simpson, wife of Elder Simpson,
was taken ill and the physician
summoned, who pronounced her
all-da- y

e,

bv law.

W. R. OUME,
Mayor.
MILL BURNED
On Sunday, .June 2d, the Spen-

cer sawmill above Eastview, was
burned together with all belting,
track, etc. A lot of lumber stacked nearby was not destroyed, the
fire failing to reach this. The
mill had been shut down for several days, and there had been no
fire at the mill for at least two
days. Some stumps were being
burned on land south of Ihe mill-sitand it .is thought that a whirl
wind must have blown sparks
from this into the shavings, which
started the fire.
and
The mill is being
Avill shortly be cutting lumber
again, as before.
There was no insurance.
e,

lt

STINER-ADAM-

On last

S

Saturday Miss Velnia

C.

Stincr and George R. Adams were
married at Estancia, Rev. .1. A.
Perkins officiating. Roth young
people are residents of the Cedar
Grove community and will make
their home in the same

v'r ni

ptomaine,

The purpose and object of the
new organization, the constitution
reads, "is to encourage better and
more economical methods in the
production, harvesting, cleaning
and marketing of pinto and other
varieties of beans ; to assist growers of beans, in handling their business, including the development
of a system of uniform accounting
and business efficiency of local associations with the state organization. The ssociation further has
the power to acquire and distribute among its members all machinery and implements needed in
the growing and marketing of
beans. '
Local bean growers association
will now be organized in all parts
of the state and one delegate from
each local will constitute the
membership of the state organization formed yesterday.
The bean growers intend to decide on a trade mark to be used
by the association in marketing
the beans. An advertising campaign will also be conducted.
A committee of which Isaac
Barth was chairman, prepared the
s
for the organization with
the assistance of C. A. McNabb, of
the State College. The afternoon
session yesterday was devoted to
the discussion of the rules. The
meeting adjourned at 6 o'clock
after a resolution of thanks to C.
E. Bassett, government representative from Washington, C. A. McNabb, O. II. Liebers, bean commissioner for the Colorado food
administration, to Ralph C. Ely,
and Isaac Barth of this city, and
to Herbert Hoover of WashingA second meeting of the
ton.
growers may be held in the near
future. Albuquerque Herald.
by-law-

SEVERAL CASES OF
PTOMAINE POISONING

suffering

nt

1

WOODROW WILSON

"T

Z'' Í11

Beau growers from all parts of
the state yesterday formed the
New Mexico Bean Growers Asso-ciation for the purpose of establishing business methods in the
marketing of the 1918 bean crop,
collectively, at their first meeting
held at the Chamber of Commerce
building.
W. F. Mart in, of Mountainair,
was elected president of the new
association; C. II. Gaylord, of
French, vice president, and C. M.
Milbourn of Estancia, secretary-treasure-

production of war essentials and the saving of the materials
and the labor necessary for the support and equipment of our
army and navy. Thoughtless expenditure of money for nonessentials uses up the labor of men, the products of the farms,
mines and factories, and overburdens transportation, all" of
which must be used to the utmost and at their best for war
purposes.
The great results which we seek can be obtained only by
the participation of every member of the nation, young and
old, in a national concerted thrift' movement. I therefore
urge that our people everywhere pledge themselves, as suggested by the Secretary of the Treasury, to the practice of
thrift, to serve the Government to their utmost in increasing
production in all fields necessary to the winning of the war,
to conserve food and fuel and useful materials of every kind,
to devote their labor only to the most necessary tasks, and to
buy only those things which are essential to individual health
and efficiency, and that the people, as evidence of their loyin Liberty Bonds and War
alty, invest all that they can sa
Savings Stamps. The securities issued by the Treasury Department are so many of them within the reach of every one
that the door of opportunity in this matter is wide open to
all of us. To practice thrift in peace times is a virtue and
brings great benefit to the individual at all times; with the
desperate need of the civilized world today for materials and
labor with which to end the war, the practice of individual
thrift is a patriotic duty and a necessity.
T appeal to all who now own either Liberty Bonds or War
Savings Stamps to continue to practice economy and thrift,
and to appeal to all who do not own government securities to
do likewise, and purchase them to the extent of their means.
The man who buys government securities transfers the purchasing power of his money to the United States Oovernmont
until after this war, and to that same degree does not buy in
competition with the Government.
I earnestly appeal to every man, woman and child to
pledge themselves on or before the 28th of Tune to save constantly and to buy as regularly as possibly the securities of
the government, and to do this as far as possible through
membership in War Savings Societies. The 28th of June ends
this special period of enlistment in the great volunteer army
of production and saving here at home. May there be none
unenlisted on that day.

GREETINGS
Friday, .June 281 li, 1!)18, is
officially designated
WAR SAVINGS DAY
bv the President, the Sccre- tary of Ihe Treasury, and the
Governor of this State.
All liw.il
i'onu
....-un ni i.it
vii'i nf tills!
ill!
lili"
community will accordingly
devote the afternoon of said
dav after two o'clock to sub- scribing for WAR SAVINGS
STAMPS, and otherwise promoting their sale in large
amounts.
All who are able should
pledge themselves to save
and invest the limit allowed

Vice-preside-

índilá-Vrf'ü-

ii

mii.

u

ing. Heroi- measures were resorted 1o, wim the result that her
Sixty delegates
life was sa.ci. Since thai- 'iiüJ
pinto
bean growers from all parts
there have been four othv easeu
of
the
state met this morning at
develóle, all of whicii parents
the
Chamber
of Commerce buildare now ivovcrin;. One, a son of
ing
for the purpose of organizing
J. II. Franklin, was brought to
town, suffering terribly. He was the New Mexico Bean Growers
kept her? t'o:' several days, until association, to select a certain vasufficient y recovered to be out riety of pinto bean to be accepted
as the "New Mexico pinto bean"
of danger.
and to standardize the marketing
of this particular variety.
NOTICE
C. E. Bassett, specialist in cooperative
organization of the UniBy the President of the United
ted
States
bureau of markets of
States, June 5th was designated
the
department
of agriculture,
as Registration Day for all male
who
came
direct from Washingpersons having attained their
ton
in the organization of
to
assist
twenty-firs- t
birthday since June
the
associ;)ion, was the principal
5th, 1!)17; those who did not pre-sethemselves for registration speaker at this morning's session
in their respective districts on the of the conference.
He advised that immediate
5th day of June, should come to
steps
s
he taken to adopt
the office of the Local Board at
comfor
A
the
new organization.
the County Seat for registration.
s
mittee
on
was
rules and
No excuse will be accepted for
not presenting themselves and all appointed and this afternoon is
persons are charged to report to being spent considering rules outthe proper authority the failure lined by C. A. McNabb, field
of anyone subject to registration agent in marketing of the State
College. The committee consists
and not doing so.
Those subject to registration, of: L. L. Caliill, Mora county; M.
and neglecting to do so, will be R. Gonzales, San Miguel county;
liable to court martial and impri- Andrew Siecheler, Valencia county; Robert Friday.Sanduval counsonment,
ty; C. M. Milbourn, Torrance
JULIAN SALAS,
ty;
II. B. Gerhart, Santa Fe coun-t- y
Chief Registrar, Torrance Co,
; II. P. Powers, Socorro county;
J. I). Holliday, Luna county; Or- SPECIAL SERVICES
ren Beaty, Union county; C. II.
Colfax county; and
On Friday night, June 11th, Gaylord,
Barth,
Isaac
Bernalillo county.
special services will comni"ice at
bean
industry in New
"The
the local Baptist Church, to which
great
a
has
Mexico
future, "C. E.
all are invited. The pastor will
growers.
told
the
"What
be assisted by Rev. J. W. Wil- Bassett
you must do in order to market
liams, the former pastor.
nt

by-law-

by-law-

-

cast the average,
is slow in accepting a. new
product unless it can be explained
that it is in some way for1 his own
benefit: " If you sell grajv spotted
beans iihl 'then fed spotted' ones
tliepblicl will be long in, becomr
Wif .acquainted with your, products. -- Select .one variety and let
all growers cultivate that bean.
'"The 'indi vidual farmer is hopeless iii" endeavoring to create his
9yi).UiMXii;c,t.,..Mr. :Ba'ssétt contiuj
ucd.' ?.',Ypur organization must
begin an educational campaignto
hiformsconsumers of the benefits
of pinto beans and in order to do
this y'ou may at first have to pity
a ;slight, tax on ,each bushel of
beans to:
for this
advertising. Fruit growers in CaL
iíornia have ade famous the brand
of their fruit by' this method and
today the name alone in many
cases is worth at least á.. million
dollars,
i
"There, is no reason why the
New Mexico pinto bean should
not equal the California pinto
on the market. White navy beans
retail for 17 cents a pound. California pinto beans retail at 10
cents a pound. When the consumer learns that pinto beans' equal
the navy beans, there will not be
such a difference in price."
Uniform methods of cleaning,,
grading and
of the
entire crop will be worked out
late this afternoon. The conference will not adjourn until late
.thfj.

indi,-yidiu-

.

U

-

'

:

trade-markin- g

tonight.
C. A.

McNabb also addressed

the meeting and explained that

since the government is not going
to purchase the 1918 bean crop
the New Mexico bean growers
must market their own product. ;.!
Albuquerque Herald.. ;;

"MOLLY" STILL ON DUTY
"Molly," the duck that "came

back" when sold and

re-sol-

d

Col. J). K. B. Sellers when the

by
Al-

buquerque Boosters were here is

reported as still gathering in the
shekels at Albuquerque. Some of
our people who have recently visited the Duke City report having
seen "Molly" properly labeled in
front of the Pullman Café on Cen

tral' Avenue,

soliciting funds to

carry on the war. The proprietor
says that when she has served her
purpose in this way, he will ship

are.

MAJOR LLEWELLYN TELLS..
THAT PROHIBITION IS A
FACTOR IN NEW MEXICO
Major W. 11. II. Llewellvn. for
merly Indian agent d the Mescal- ero Indian reservation and more
recently speaker of the house of
representatives, is in the citv on
legal business. Incidentally the
mayor Jias had a little to say
about politics.
Prohibition, says the major, is
a factor to- be reckoned with in
state politics, as there are a crreat
many voters here who favor pro
hibition. 1 his astuteness is verified, by the way, to some extent
by the vote in the dry campaign
of last fall, when the state voted
three to one in favor of cutting

out

t lie booze.

Mr. Llewellyn is convinced that
candidates in the next race who
are known to have a prohibition
record, will he able to give their
oppononts. u big handicap and
then win, This seems like reasonable reasoning, and might be passed on as a tip to parties that are
thinking about making up state
tickets for next fall. In other
words the water wagon is the
bandwagon and it is a question of
dry facts as well as party harmony. Welcome, major, into the

fold

37.

SUNSHINE STATE

URGED TO RAISE AND
EAT. GARDEN TRUCK

FURNISHES

Albuquerque, N. M., June 11.

(

her to President Wilson at the
White House. Then the President
may learn just how good Mounrepresenting tainair products and
ducks really

poison-

... ,No.

cqsCpf producing and

tieaua collectively.
tVou muKt decide- upon a- certain
variety of pinto bean and 'special-izei- n
'producing only that certain

STATE

Walter F. Martin is Chosen President, with C. M. Milbourn
as

198.

Ui.en,,se.ll.yQUX

ASSOCIATION

This war is one of nations, not of armies, and all of our
one hundred million people must be economically and industrially adjusted to war conditions if this nation is to play its
full part in the conflict. The problem before us is not primarily a financial problem, but rather a problem of increased

air:

b'asis-yo-

-

Proclamation liy the President of the United States:

Mayor's Proclamation

a b"iis'iness
'giiie.-tiiX-

Washington, D. C, Slay 30, 1918.

(Signed)

ybiír product is tó place the

BEANGROWERS

President Proclaims June 28th
as National War Savings
Day
A

FID

!

Faith iu your own abi'ity 's two
thirds of the battle.

LARGE

The people of New Mexico are
urged
as never before to raise evLIST OF SOLDIERS
ery 'possible bit of green stuff
they can this summcrj eat it and
grow fat on it and. save the staNew Mexico has Ten Thousand ples and the canned goods ,for
Men in the Army, with Large
shipment to Democracy's fight-erNumber in Navy
The following letter has been
received by Stato Food AdminisNew Mexico is getting into the
trator Ralph C. Eljr: from.' Mr.
war.
'
' '
V" ';'
Hoover:
She has well over 10,000 men
The present is' an opportune
in United States service, or more time to
make a campaign as yigqrt
than
of the voting popu- ously as local jconditions
wawanfe
lation.
on the greatest possible use "of'aM
This state, with a population fresh
perishable food products.'
small compared to many states of The varying
conditions' aild
half or a third its area, has sent ular distribution óf crops irreg
make it
a total of 9,089 men to the army .nadvisable to conduct
a national
branch of Uncle Sam's fighting ampaign
for all of these
forces; and upwards of 1,000 men
Your office can do this
to the navy.
mportant work more effectively
Captain R. C. Reid, federal
and with greater economy than
officer at Santa Fe, has would be possible from Washing
prepared interesting statistics on ton.
the fighting forces New Mexico
"Consumers should not be al
has sent to war or to cantonments lowed to
forget that the use by
to prepare for war. His figures them
of these short-livefods
follow :
liberate the more concentrated
Number of men New Mexico and
staple ones for people in the
had in the national guard on remote
sections and for the Allies
April 1, 1917, was 41.
and soldiers. There is nothing
Number of men from this state new in
this for you, but there will
enlisted in the guard from Apri1 be to
many people, and now is the
1 to June 30, 1917, was 1,239.'
psychological time to drive it the
Number of men enlisted into
hardest. The usual wastage of
the regular army from April 1 to large
volumes of these products
June 30 of 1917, was 277.
should be overcome in a season
Number of men enlisted in the like
the present one.
national guard from July 1, 1917,
"Home
gardens will have much
to March 31, 1918, was 500.
to do with the production of a
Number of men enlisted in the surplus
in many sections,and they
regular army from July 1, 1917 should be
taken into considerato March 31, 1918, was 691.
tion in deciding the nature of a
Number of men enlisted in the campaign.Wide
publicity through
national army from July 1, 1917,
the jross aril iotensiva methods
to March 31, 1918, was 472.
will be necessary to impress the
By "regular" army is meant
consumer. Every woman's organthe United States army which exization and all extension workers
isted before the present war; by
should be encouraged to make
national army is meant the army
suggestions regarding the
created for use in this war and
and economy of these
the service of men in that army
succulent foods. Anything can be
will expire at the termination of
done in the way of new recipes
the present war.
and new reasons for their use, not
The first draft, which took men
forgetting the old ones, should
up to March of this year, drew
be done.
2,292 men in all.
and retailer
Since the first draft the total can:"The wholesaler
give an added impetus to the
number of men drawn and called
working together.
to service but not yet .sent, is campaign by
The
man
statf who is in
your
on
3,577.
with, either or both of these
touch
The grand total, therefore, is
classes of merchants can be the
9,089. This total does not include
particumen in the navy, or in the regular greatest assistance at this
time.Ask
State
Merchant
lar
your
army since March 31.
New Mexico has many men Representative to make a special
who already have reached high effort to have the retail merchant
positions in both the regular and in all lines af business conduct
the national armies. The state window displays and further the
has several young men who were campaign with all their advertiscivilians a couple of years ago ing features.
"It would be well to make specand who today are majors in the
ial
notice of the fact that it is not
regular army. Several are also
patriotic
at this particular time to
majors in the national army.
use
goods when fresh procanned
It would be interesting to know
ducts
available.
are
Point out
how many New Mexicans have
immense
stock
of canned
that
entered the United Sta!"es navy in
goods
be
reserved
for our
must
its various brarches. Certain it
boys
that
and
Allies,
and
the
is the navy has drawn a thousand
opporevery
an
have
home
may
or more men, and it has been
stated time and again that a large tunity to help create this reserve
number of the best men in the stock if they will use the fresh
products instead of the canned,
state have entered the n.t;y.
even
if a little more work in
Other branches of .sendee have
is required,and
their
preparation
drawn New Mexico men: The Y.
by
canned goods
putting
up
all
M. C. A., the Knights of Coluint
they
themselves."
need
for
bus, and the other organizations
which have been doing so much to
enliven the camp life and help
CLEAN UP!
soldiers at the front, have able
representatives from this late.
Attention is called to Ordinance No. 10, of the Village of
Announcement.
Mountainair, regarding cleaning
up. The ordinance will go into efI will be a candidate before the fect at once, and the scavenger
Democratic convention for nomi will make his rounds next week.
nation of county superintendent
The scavenger also has police
of schools.
powers to make arrests for vio-la- t
Wish to say if successful in se
ion of other ordinances, so that
curing nomination that I shall go wreckless auto drivers, who have
out and work, and shall do all in been cutting "jay" corners, or
my power honorably to be elec those who have been driving with
ted. I shall make a strong effort out lights may beware.
to see the voters of the county.
I am coming before the convention because I feel that I am quali f O CELEBRATE THE FOURTH
fied for the office and know th.ü
needs of the schools.
A meeting has been called for
Shall havo more to say i'j the all interested in the celebration of
future. Wish the voters of the the Fourth of July to meet at the
county to know my aspirations. office of W. R. Ormc on Monday
Chas. R. Tarkingtou,
night at 8 o'clock for the purpose
of planning the affair and namThe Independent, will keep yon ing committees.
Everyone is
posted on tic news, of the day
s.
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By An American Soldier

ARTHUR CUY EMPEY
Mactlñt Ganntr Setting in France
'

Iff, r Arttanr Qaj Baftj)
CHAPTER XXVI.

(OopyrtgM,

All Quiet (?) on the Western Front
At brigade headquarters I happened
to overhear a conversation between our
O. O. C. (general officer commanding)
and the divisional commander. From
this conversation I learned that we
were to bombard the German lines for
eight days, and on the first of July the
"big push" was to commence.
In a few days orders were Issued to
that effect, and It was common property all along the line.
On the afternoon of the eighth day of
our "strafelng," Atwell and I were sitting In the front-lin- e
trench smoking

"
These are strands of the western fryu,t he is generally told
barbed wire about three feet long, that he is "pnjjjs own." This, rutins,.
flü.Uif loscTh FT 58 &T p filie "Save jiurjtfihi in any way possible.";
tmm fui. $
if ffrft ITommy'jys to be "on his own," behind
É&ftm.
ToÍ!Í8li$ iá'wtist $wüM 1(m fjftie pjutfltmt- not during a trench raid.
grip oh,thi-wlrto get
litar heils from the German
flf 1$
prisoner wants to argue the point, why lines were falling in front of us, there- Just place the large loop around his foc..we were safe. After about twenheck and no matter If Tommy wishes ty minutes we entered the star shell
to return to his trenches at the walk, zone. A star shell from the German
trot, or gallop, Fritz is perfectly agree- lines fell about five yards in the rear
able to maintain Tommy's rate of and to the right of me; we hugged the
i
speed.
ground and held our breath until It
We were ordered to black our faces burned out. The smoke from the star
nnd hands. For this reason ; At night, shell traveled along the ground and
the English and Germans use what crossed over the middle of our Hue.
they call star shells, a sort of rocket Some Tommy sneezed. The smoke hud
affair. They are fired from a large gotten up his nose. We crouched on
pistol about twenty inches long, which the ground, cursing the offender under
is held over the sandbag parapet of the our breath, and waited the volley that
trench, and discharged Into the air. generally ensues when the Germans
These star shells attain a height of have heard a noise in No Man's Land.
about sixty feet, and a range of from Nothing happened. We received two
fifty to seventy-fiv- e
yards. When they taps and crawled forward slowly for
hit the ground they explode, throwing rive yards ; no doubt the officer beout a strong calcium light which lights lieved what Old Pepper hud said, "Perup the ground in a circle of a radius of sonally I believe that that part of the
They German trench is unoccupied." By bebetween ten to fifteen yards.
also have n parachute star shell which, ing careful and remaining motionless
after reaching a height of about sixty when the star shells fell behind us, we
feet, explodes. A parachute unfolds reached the German barbed wire withand slowly floats to the ground, light- out mishap. Then the fun began. I
ing up a large circle in No Man's Land. was scared stiff as It Is ticklish work
The official name of the star shell is cutting your way through wire when
"
are used about thirty feet In front of you there
a
to prevent night surprise attacks on is a line of Boches looking out into No
the trenches. If a star shell falls In Man's Land with their rifles lying
front of you, or between you and the across the parapet, straining every
German lines, you are safe from detec- sense to see or hear what is going on
tion, as the enemy cannot see you in No Man's Land; because at night,
through the bright Curtain of light. Fritz ..never knows when a bomb with
But If it falls behind you and, as Tom- his name and number on it will come
my says, "you get in the star shell hurtling through the air aimed in the
zone," then the fun begins ; you have direction of Berlin. The man on tho
to He flat on your stomach and remain right, one man in the center and myabsolutely motionless until the light of self on the extreme left were equipped
the shell dies out. This takes any- with wire cutters. These are insulated
where from forty to seventy seconds. with soft rubber not because the GerIf you haven't time to fall to the man wires are charged with electricity,
ground you must remain absolutely but to prevent the cutters rubbing
still in whatever position you were in against the barbed wire stakes, which
.when the light exploded; It is advis- arc of iron, and making a noise
able not to breathe, as Fritz has an which may warn the inmates of the
eye like an eagle when he thinks you trench that someone is getting fresh
are knocking at his door. When a star in their front yard. There is only one
shell Is burning in Tommy's rear he way to cut a barbed wire without noise
can hold his breath for a week.
nnd through costly experience Tommy
You blacken your face and hands so has become an expert in doing this.
that the light from the star shells will You must grasp the wire about two
not reflect on your pale face. In a inches from the stake in your right
trench raid there is quite sufficient hand and cut between the stake and
reason for your face to be pale. If you your hand.
don't believe me, try It just once.
If you cut a wire improperly, a
Then another reason for blackening loud twanf, will ring out on the night
your face and hands is that, after you air like the snapping of a banjo
have entered the German trench at string. Perhaps this noise can be
night, "white face" means Germans, heard only for fifty or seventy-fiv- e
"black face" English. Coming around yards, but In Tommy's mind it makes
a traverse you see a white face in a loud noise in Berlin.
front of you. With a prayer and wishWe had cut n lane about halfway
ing Fritz "the best o' luck," you intro- through the wire when, down the cenduce him to your "persuader" or ter of our line, twang! went an imknuckle knife.
properly cut wire. We crouched down,
A little later we arrived at the communication trench named Whisky
street, which led to the fire trench at
the point we were to go over the top
and out in front.
In our rear were four stretcher bearers and a corporal of the It. A. M. C.
carrying a pouch containing medicines
appliances. Kind of a
and first-aiJMit,
grim reminder to us that our expedipica
exactly
to
going
was
be
not
tion
nic. The order of things was reversed.
In civilian life the doctors generally
V
come first, with the undertakers tagging in the rear and then the Insurance man, but In our case, the undertakers were leading, with the doctors
trailing behind, minus the insurance
adjuster.
The presence of the R. A. M. C. men
did not seem to disturb the raiders, because many a joke made in an undertone, was passed along the winding
column, ns to who would be first to
take a ride on one of the stretchers.
This was generally followed by a wish
that, if you were to be the one, the
wound would be a "cushy Blighty
"come-alongs.-

i

-

--

-

Jfrü

e.

fags and making out our reports of the
previous night's tour of the trenches,
which we had to turn In to headquarters the following day, when an order
was passed down the trench that Old
Pepper requested twenty voiunteers to
go over on a trench raid that night to
try and get a few German prisoners for
information purposes. I Immediately
volunteered for this job, and shook
hands with' Atwell, and went to the
rear to give my name to the officers In
charge of the raiding party.
I was accepted, worse luck.
At 9 :45 that night we reported to the
brigade headquarters dugout to receive
instructions from Old Pepper.
After reaching this dugout we lined
up in a semicircle around him, and he
addressed us as follows :
"All I want you boys to do is to go
over to the German lines tonight, surprise them, secure a couple of prisoners, nnd return immediately. Our artillery has bombarded that section of
ttie line for two days and personally I
believe that that part of the German
trench is unoccupied, so just get a couple of prisoners and return as quickly
as possible."
The sergeant on my right, in an undertone, whispered to me:
"Say, Tank, how are we going to get
a couple of prisoners if the old fool
thinks 'personally thnt that part of the
trench is unoccupied,' sounds kind of
fishy, doesn't it mate?"
I had a funny sinking sensation in
my stomach, and my tin hat felt as if
it weighed about a ton and my enthusl-- i
asm was melting away. Old Pepper1
must have heard the sergeant speak
because he turned in his direction and
In a thundering voice asked :
"What did you say?"
The sergeant with a scarlet look on
his face and his knees trembling,;
smartly saluted and answered:
"Nothing, sir."
Old Pepper said:
"Well, don't say it so- loudly the next1
time."
,M
...
Then Old Pepper continued:
"In this section of 'the'3 Gewná'rP
trenches there are two or three
guns which our artillery, in the
last two or three days, has been unable to tape. These guns command the
eector where two of our communication trenches join the front line, and
as the brigade Is to go over the top tomorrow morning I want to capture two
or three men from these guns' crews,
and from them I may be able to obtain
valuable Information as to the exact
location of the guns, nnd our artillery
will therefore be able to demolish them
before the attack, and thus prevent
our losing a lot of men while using one."
these communication trenches to bring
The stretcher benrers, no doubt,
up
hoping that, if they did have to carry
These were the Instructions he gave anyone to the rear, he would be small
ns:
and light. Perhaps they looked at me
"Take off your Identification disks, when wishing, because I could feel an
strip your uniforms of all numerals, uncomfortable, boring sensation beinsignia, etc., leave your papers with tween my shoulder blades. They got
your captains, because I don't want the their wish all right.
Boches to know what regiments nre
Going up this trench, about every
against them as1 this would be valuable sixty yards or so we would pass a loneinformation to them In our attack to- ly sentry, who in a whisper would
morrow and I don't want any of you wish us '"the best o' luck, mates," We
to be taken alive. What I want Is two would blind at him under our breaths;
prisoners and if I get them I have a that Jonah phrase to us sounded very
way which will make them divulge ominous.
all necessary information as to their
Without any casualties the minstrel
guns. You have youir choice of two troop arrived at Suicide ditch, the
weapons you may carry your 'per- front-lintrench. Previously, n wiring
suaders' or your knuckle knives, and party of the Royal Engineers had cut
each man will arm himself with four a lane through our barbed wire to enMills bombs, these to be used only la able us to get out into No Man's Land.
case of emergency."
Crawling through this lane, our
A "persuader is Tommy's nickname party of twenty took up an extended-orde- r
for a club carried by the bombers. It
formation about one yard apart.
is about two feet long, thin at one end We had a Hp code, arranged for our
and very thick at the other. The thick movements whH Jn No Man's Land,
end is studded with sharp steel spikes, because for various rtwsons it is not
while through the center of. the club safe to carry on a heated conversation
lend bar, to give a few yards in front of Fritz lirwfl,
there is a
It weight and balance. When you get The officer was on the right of the
a prisoner all you have to do Is Just line, while I was on the extreme left.
stick this club up in fronf of him, and Two taps from the right would be
believe me, the prisoner's1 pntrJotism passed down the line until I
for "Deutschland ueber Alies" fades them, then I would send back one tap,
away and he,very willingly obeys te The officer, in receiving this one tap,
orders of his captor... If, however, the would know that his order had gone
prisoner gets
and refuses to dou the whole line, had been underfollow you, simply "persuade" him by stood, ,wj,d that the party was ready
first removing his tin hat, and the- n- to obey the
signal. Two taps
well, the tise of the lead weight In the meant that we wtfp to crawl forward
persuader Is demonstrated, and .Tom- sldv'ltf and believe 'ins, very slowly
my looks for another prisoner.
for Ave karris, and then halt to nwalt
The knuckle knife is u daggvr affair, furthe Instructions. Three taps meant,
the blade of : which Is .about eight; when, you arrived within striking disinches long with a heavy steel guard tance óf tlvp German tronch,. rush it
over the grip. This guard Is studded and inflict as many casualties as poswith steel projections. At night, in & sible, securer couple of prisoners, nnd
trench, which is only about three to:! then back to your own lines with the
four feet wide, it makes a very handy speed clutch open. Four taps meant,
weapon. One punch In the face gen- "I have gotten you into a position from
erally shatters a man's jaw and you which it is Impossible for me to extrican get him with the knife as he goes cate yon, no ou are on your own."
down.
After getting Tommy into a mess on
Then we bad what we called cur
"Very-light.-

Very-light- s
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Receiving

First Aid.

cursing under our breath, tremlllng all
over, our knees lacerated from the
strands of the cut barbed wire on the
ground, waiting for a challenge and
the inevitable volley of rifle lire. Nothing happened, I suppose the fellow
who cut the barbed wiFQ Improperly
was the one who had sneezed about
half on hour previously. What we
w ished him would never make his new
year a happy one.
The officer, In my opinion, at the
noise of the wire should hnve given the
four-tasignal, which meant, "On your
own, got back to your trenches as
quickly as possible," but again he must
have relied on the spiel that Old Pop
per had given us In the dugout, "Personally I believe that that part of the
German trench Is unoccupied."
we got careless, but not so careless that we sang patriotic songs or
made any unnecessary noise,
p

Any-wn-

y,

(Continued next week)
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With our improved

is

ing.

school at Gran
i;; still gain
Quivira schoolhoiv-ing in interest. There is room for
more to help make it better.
i it
Several from this community
attended the County Singing Con
volition the 4th Sunday of last
month at which the Liberty Class
was awarded the Banner of which
they seem to be very proud.
The

Sabbath

The Linotype

-

by using

was possible

hand-se-

t

methods.
tJBring us your job work, whether
it be a business card or a full page
poster.

Elder Simpson of the Church of
Christ, is holding services at the
Liberty schoolhouse this week. A
number from Cedar (rovo and
Round Top were in attendance on
Sunday.

JOur prices are reasonable, when
material and work are considered.

.

A

Announcements
Bill heads

Business Cards
Booklets

Calling Cards

4

Later
Kv had a fine rain Thursday
evening which caused the people
to smile and continue smiling, so
that their faces are shortened. All
who had stopped planting are going ahead in earnest..

Counter Slips
Envelopes

Letter heads

The school entertainment at the
Gran Quivira schoolhouse Friday
night' was well attended and a fine
program was rendered. The high
It
Avind was bad for the lights.
is a pity our schooliiouses are not
large enough for the crowds that
attend, ho that we are forced to
have them out of doors.
"W.

enables us to do

more work and better work- than

4

Methodists will begin a
The
protrocted meeting at Round Top
the third Sunday in .lune. All
who will help work forjthe Salvation of souls are invited to come
and help in this meeting.
Regular Preaching Dates: At
Gran Quivira schoolhouse the 2d
Sunday at 11 a. m. At Round Top
the :d Sunday at 11 a. m. and at
night.
W. D. Garrison, Pastor.

facilities we;

are better prepared than ever to
supply our patrons with Good Print- -

gone froi; th IS
Some h;.'
in'.ty in search of Avorlr.

Legal Blanks
Notes

Note heads
Pamphlets
Posters

1).

Jim Armstrong from the Atkinfrom this vicinity atranch, thirty miles south, had tended to business in Mountain-ai- r
husillo'., in tl v section Monday.
Saturday.
He reports dry conditions and
stock dying for want of range.
For Sale: Three good young
Mrs.. John Dressier and Miss milk cows, fresh and coming fresh
Maggie Hopkins from the Chap-ma- May he seen in town Saturday.
settlement visited with Mrs. See Shaw & Payne,
son

(

al

Garrison lost a
horse this week, the animal having died from an attack of distemper.

SAM VIEW

N$10.

r

Rev.

jvp-ta- p

ORDINANCE

Parker homo, Mr. Parker's moth- Be It Ordiined
the Board of Trustees of the Village of Moun- er having just arrived from Tex:
tainair
as, brought about a reunion of the
Sec. 1. Pouiulinaster and Scavenger. The Mayor shall appoint
relatives.
by and wnh the consent of the Board of Trustees, a siiXaMe person
to act as Village Poundmastcr and Scavenger, whose duties shall be
The Club work among the chil- to care Tor animals running at large and to remove refuse ami fiUif,
dren is going ahead, the workers and assist in keeping the said village free from stray animals and
having held a meeting at tile
refuse of all kinds, and maintaining a sanitary condition.
schoolhouse Tuesday, lieans,
Sec. 2. From and after the approval of this ordinance, it shall
poultry and cooking seem to he be unlawful for any householder or resident of the Village of Moun-tainathe projects most participated in
to throw or allow to accumulate, in any of the alleys or
hy Hie hoys and girls. With V. streets of the said Village, or on any lots thereof, any rubbish, tin
15. Manning and wife as leaders,
cans, old paper, or anything that would prove- unsanitary or a detrithe hoys and girls will maks this ment to the public health or safety. Every householder or resident
an interesting and profitahle work of the said Village shall maintain a receptacle, box or barrel into
which shall be placed all such rubbish, where the same may be of
Master Buster Starr from Clo-vi- free access by the scavenger.
is visiting his grandparents,
Sec. '.). The Village Scavenger shall, between the 15th and 20th
Mr. and'Mrs. Rushing.
days of each month, remove all rubbish so collected by the residents
of the said Village, taking the same beyond the limits of the incorMessrs. C. J. Early and Bill poration, to such dumping grounds as the Mayor shall designate.
Morrison are repairing their wells
Sec. 4 Every householder or resident of the Village shall pay
this week in search of more and to the said Scavenger for the removal of such rubbish, the amount
better water.
of twenty-fiv- e
cents each month, provided that the scavenger shall
!
v
not collect double fees for the removal of any such rubbish.
Mr. and Mrs. Bivins accompaSee.. 5. Ordinance No. 1 of the Villag" of Mountainair is hereby
nied Mrs. Delozier from the hos- amended, the words "Village Marshal" being stricken
out he re ver
pital at Albuquerque Monday. It tli" same appear in the said ordinance ami the
words
"Viihige
is reported that her condition is Poundmaster" inserted in lieu
thereof.
about the same.
Sec;,.1 6
The Village Poundmastcr and Scavenger shall have the
authority of marshall or peace officer in enforcing the provisions of
Children's Day exercises were all ordinances of the Village of Mountainair.
had Sunday at the close of the
Sec. 7 Any person violating any of the sections or provisions
Sunday School. Both teachers and of this ordinance shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
and pupils deserve credit for the convictions thereof, shall be punished by fine
a
not exceeding $25.00
work gotten up on such short no- or by imprisoment in the village bastile not
exceeding 15 days or by
tice.
both sudh fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of the court.
Sec. 8. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from ami
In a business- session Saturday
its approval and publiction, nd all ordinances and pa Ms
after
l.ight, the Singing Class insta
in conflict herewith, are hereby repealed.
thereof
new officers as Follows :
Approved this 13th day of June, 1918.
.). Lewis Cbik, president.
!
W. R. ORME, Mayor, i
(... J. Earl ' vice president.
Attest: P. A. Speekmanu,
'.diss 'Madys
Organist, Mrs N. A. Lester.
Asst. orgi'.i'.t, Mrs. AV. N. Wa!- pok
.! Lewis Chill'
1st lea 1'.
: j loader. T. S Brunn v.
3d leade,-.- ' V. B. Manning

J.

d

.

Iiurns Tuesday. Miss Lola Hums
.rvtHrnH tymivit4bT.NÍ.stP4i
''
W, ."V, Maiming alad vifo'si-iVd- ;
Kunday 'night in tn A. (S.

Receipts

Shipping Tags
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Statements

PRINTING CO.
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CAN THE DRY FARMER
BE SELF - SUPPORTING?
A-

Miss Verde Corbett
TEACHER

Of

AND HARMONY

PIANO

Graduate of
Kansas City Collar of Music
MOUNTAINAIR, NEW MEXICO

FRED H. AYERS
ATTORNEY

AT IAW

COUNSELOR

AND

Office Hours: 9:30

.

m. to

p. m.

4:30

Estancia, New Mexico

T. E. RODGERS
Surveying and Locating
of your lines before fencing
and save trouble later

Be sure

Mountainair, New Mexico

CHAS.

BURT

L.

Fire Insurance
The old Reliable SPRINGFIELD I IRE
always pay
FIRE & MARINE CO.-They

Dr. George H. Buer
Physician and Surgeon
General Practitioner
Residence Phrfhe, Long, Short, Lone Ring

Monutainalr, New Mexico

R.

L.

Hitt

Assistant District Attorney
Will

Attend

to all Civil Matters

Witlard, N. M.

Citizen's Barber Shop
First Class Service
PLENTY OF CLEAN

TOWELS

JIM PAYNE, Proprietor

E. II. Parsons in
Can the family on the dry farm
become a
unit by consuming such products only as are
raised on the farm?
What is the answer? Can it be
done, and if so, would it prove an
economic advantage?
As regards the general farmer with
a large family we believe the answer
should undoubtedly be in the affirmative. With regards to the specialist
and the man with a small family whtf
ia not so well fixed for chores, we are
not so sure; but there is no denying

Western Farm Life

The breakfast foods easily obtainable on almost any dry farm are:
Cracked wheat, whole wheat, hominy
and corn meal. The cracked wheat
is made by setting the grinder to just
crush the grain slightly instead of pul
verizing it. WI10I3 wheat should be
put in hot water in the evening and
allowed to soak all night, and cook
easily the next morning. Corn hominy is made by soaking corn in lye
water or a thick mixture of water and
wood ashes until the skins will slip
on rubbing. After these are rubbed
that any farmer can raise about all
off, the white kernels should be put
the necessary food for the family on
in fresh cold water to soak out the
the farm if he determines to do so.
lye, and after a few hours can be taThe first item in doing this is a
out and dried before storing for
ken
good garden which is best worked in
use.
connection with a windmill and tank,
Hominy may be used whole or may
where the rows can be laid off in such
be ground to any size to suit. It is
a manner that by laying the hose at
good anyway. If the farmer hankers
one end they practically water themfor hot buckwheat cakes all ho has
selves.
to do is to plant a quarter of an aero
Dry farm gardens, however, are
of buckwheat for the family. It grows
quite successful in many parts of the
wter,
country without any watering. They like a weed without
A family orcherd is most desirable
owe their success to deep plowing and
for health's sake, and since cherries,
cpading, with fertilizing
not with
green manure, but humus, either in gooseberries, currants and strawbergrow wild without cultivation,
the shape of leaf mold or black dirt ries
nobody need be afraid to plant them.
dug out of some old cow or sheep
Apples, pie cherries, and the Amercorral,
ican red plums are now raised every
The children in a family, if the
parents lead them in the right direc- where in any soil, even high up in the
tion, can always be interested in such the mountains, both with and without
things as gardening and the raising water. Lacking a family orchard wild
fruits may be obtained along the
of poultry and stock,
We know of a family where two creeks, in the foothills and gulches.
Choke cherries make a good jelly
boys, under the direction of their
do not jell easily. They con be
but
mother, raised enough vegetables for
made
to do so, by using a teaspoonful
the year round, and this is all done
to about a pint of the
gelatine
of
at odd moments outside of and sandjuice.
use
Or
a little juice from wild
wiches in between the regular farm
grapes
which
can usually be found
work.
grow.
The first vegetables to appear in wherever the choke cherries
the spring is asparagus in April. The wild currant is excellent for jelly
About the end of April alfalfa shoots or jam. The wild gooseberry fQi jam
may be used for spinach and are de- and the wild plums ft.r jelly or jam
licious. These are followed by radish- and for bottling to use for pies in
es, lettuce, peas, beans, potatoes and winter.
As regards meat the divcrsfiert. farearly cabbage. Rhubarb is also a
mer
finds himself moro diversified
valuable early vegetable and grows
ever.
To. begin with, he kills a
than
like a weed from the root.
yearling
or
in the fall
The best winter
vegetables are
up
and
hangs
to
freeza.
it
All winter
beets, carrots, turnips, and cabbage.
the
family
can
suit
themselves as to
All of these can be kept in the cellar.
joints;
ax
an
saw are all that
a
and
Turnips for winter use may be planted
is
necessary,
JSu.t
he thinks of the
in July and often better than those
planted earlier. Summer squashes, future he will put down some nice
pie squashes, and. winter squashes are fat pieces in a barrel with brine for
corned beef in summer, and the"boss"
all grat bearers and easily raised.
Roasting ears from the field are will insist on a few nice joints which
nourishing and always popular; beans she will roast enough to cook through,
also, which to some extent take the and put down in lard in another- barplace of meat, are easily raised in the rel also, for summef ust, This settles
field or garden. Dried peas are par- the beef qusl.iyn,.
The dry farmer, of course, keeps
ticularly good for soup in winter.They
hogs
and smokes his own ham and
are grpund into flywer aiü are cooked
bacon,
and in this connection we
with a flavoring of bacon and dried
might
remark
that when this meat
garden mint (don't forget the mint).
smolcehouse it has
comes
of
out
the
On our dry farm in Colorado for our
is also much
in
value.
double
There
Fourth of July dinner we always look
forward to green peas and new pota- demand for ranch cured meats. Tliy
ty keeptoes.
The potatoes, the Early Six meat program may be voW
shec-uing a few
a small pasture
Weeks, were planted in a warm corwith a shelter, water, and a coyote
ner about April 1st.
One Thanksgiving daj we gave a proof fence are about what is necesdry farm dinner to some of our Den- sary, and a little feed in winter keeps
ver friends who were not entirely con- them going.
Poultry gives us a welcome change
vinced as to the feasibility of our kind
of
diet. We beieytí ttiat the economic
We had pea soup
of agriculture.
on a good sized farm is aboAlt
limit
with little disks of toast, stuffed roast
100
hens,
unless the farmer Uiakeu tt
turkey and baked jiam, mashed potaof
it, Fifty hens should be
specialty
toes and turnips and squash pie, cheror
sold every year, so that
ry pie, preserve plums and clotted consuniutl
no
on
the place is more than 2
hen
cream for desert, Although we had
years
old.
Fifty pullets must be
plenty of wlikjat mid could have had
some ground, if we had wanted to do raised every year to take the place of
r.af
so, the bread and biscuits were made those which are removed aiu
from bakers' flour and the coffee, of means raising at least 0, vr half of
course, was from the grocer's. Every- them will be Tuysv,
thing else was a dry farm product
Ref'UHS again to the bill of fare
for
the year, here we have 50 old
own
from our
ranch.
hens
and 50 spring chickens (roosters)
grinder
good
very
At this date
au.d, sifter niay be purchased at the This may be still further amplified
larger hardware stores for grinding and varied by raising a f$w turkeys,
Üelgian hares.
by hand small quantities of flour, corn ducks, guinea fjw
If the fariner- hankers for fish he
meal, etc. In this connection it might
be well to state that the best biscuits can raise it, provided he has a spring
in the world are niade fro.m Durum on his place when will provide water
wheat flour--, aul that fresh ground for a pond about 150 feet long and 10
curmneal, like fresh ground coffee, or 15 feet wide. He can stock it with
has a much superior flavor to meal catfish, the best of all fish to
'"f
people's notion the bullhoruj vavivywhich has been stored.
multiply 'jf
and they will grow
An ordinary breakfast menu for the
no
fancies,
terj.Hum
can
tie
dry farmer would be something like
introduce
turtles and b;ave all he re
this: new laid eggs, bacon or ham, a few;
Durum flour biscuits, cracked wheat quires, ror ierran ls nothing but
or hominy, or cornmel us1i, with mud turtles. I have eaten the former
clotted cram. Clotted or cookeel in N'ew York soaked in shew at a
cream is as much superior to separa- dolby a plate, and tlm latter in Kantor cream as separator cream ia to sas caught fre.sli, m the creek, and the
skimmed milk. It is made by placing Kansas, v'tety was better than tlie
a pan of your best cow's milk on the Baltimore.
gins
A big item in the family grocery
stove until it just comes to a
to bubble just a yvUe; then it bill Is that of sugar.
In southern
is removed aid put away to cool. The Kansas, Missouri' and adjoining states
cream all comes to the surface and many of the farmers e.r'usÜ their ovn
becomes thick and delicious. Children amber cane, and makev sorghum nro;
will eat it like ice cream and it is lasses Avhch they use far all sweeten-in- g
purposes,
more fattening for them than cod liThe natural substitute on the dry
ver Oil.
two-year-o- ld

C. J. Amble

Physician and Surgeon
Office Practice and Consultation. Treating
of Eyes and Fitting of Glasses a specialty

MOUNTAINAIR, N. M.
Offibe in rear of Drug Store

Piano Tuning
Repairing
Regular Trips through the
Valley Towns
Address

Leon R. Allen
Albuquerque,

New Mexico

With Geo. P. Learnard Piano Co.

Philip A. Speckmann

NOTARY PUBLIC
Deeds, Mortgages and Bills
of Sale Properly Drawn

and Acknowledged
At the Independent Office

Mountainair, N. M.

J.

C.

STAPB

Rock and Cement Contractor

prepared to. build Tanks,
Cistern. Foundations and all
AlU

kinds of v('k"
work jruarauteed,

wrk:

(U-o-

Mountainair, N. M.
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farm is hency. The .huney; flavor is
hardly not cable in coffee.and is rath
er enjoyed by those who use it and
for hot cal;es and biscuit it is often
preferred to sugar syrup.
On the prairie, when pasturing only J
the wild flowers and prickly pear 9
blossoms, a hive of Italian bees will
often make from 25 to 50 pounds of
honey during the season. Where alfalfa fields are within reach they may
make as high as 100 to 200 pounds.
In the foothills they make more than
on the prairies dependent entirely on
wild blossoms. The farmer can
n
obtain his sugar from his neighbors' fields by simply buying a swarm

Real Estate Bargains
-'--

...,....

af-te-

of bees.

Before dry farming was understood
and recognized as a payable branch of
agriculture, the homesteader was considered as a man-- ' VTho was taking
desperate chances as to feeding and
clothing his family; but a little knowledge has changed all that, and not
only the yields are increasing but also
the prices of his crops and the. successful dry farmer today who follows
modern methods lives comfortably
5W
and keeps a car.
Notice for I'liblicatVi
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Oilice at Santa Fe, N.
Way 14,

If jou want orne KEAL BAftOISi(íUd Farm or Ranch
Land, it will make jou money to see SHAW.,& PAYNE. We have both
large and small tracts.
C10 acres deeded Land.
Two School Sections. Good improvements. Two good wells. 1140 acres, iu crop. 'Half cash, balance to
.
suit purchaser...--..$8,000.00
1C!) acres in Kod Farming
District.: Goyd water. Can be bought
for $1600.00, six hundred cash,. Ualaace.. one and two years at 10 per
cent, interest. Also 120 acres joins .gtis. can be bought reasonable.
25,000 acres Itanch Land. ,'Twp g,od 'wells and bounded on one
side by small river, year around, wajter. iGood sheep or cattle prtJpo- sition
!3,00 per aCre
T;
210 acres Kaw Land, 5 miles; of town; shallow water. Fpjc
.auick. ..
eale
$5.00 per acre
'
avoi su
pi sj3Rd sfciu ijjaiox'Uuox 'dJioW aiuo
'
as -Weliave many others too mnnénrns to mfthtioiy Iif "line1 with "the''
(above price's'. l'Ve have lived In this
ton years and'
you uesire any information regarding this pjirt-o'Xcw McxIcoi ltwitt
f
pay you to consult with us.

..,,r,.,r4
9i

if'

SHAW
.

PAYNE

MOUNTAINAIffl .JNÉW MEXICO

:

Take your Change in Thrift Stamps
M,

198.

Notice is hereby given that Julian
Padilla y Torres, of Mountainair, N.M.
who, on May 1, 1916, made Homestead
Entry, No. 026488, for. Lots 2 and 3,
SE14 NW14 and SW14' NE14, Section
5, Township 2 N., Range 6E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has iilied notice of intention
to make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before P. A. Speckmann, U. S. Commissioner, at Mountainair, N. M., on the
11th day of July, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
,José Gurulé, Saturnino Torres, Juan.
Torres y Ballejos and Martin. Lobato,,
all of Mountainair, N, J,.
FranciscQ Relgado, Register.

T
x Viri.r

ZL

Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

U. S.

?

1

Deeded

u:. ,,

Relinquishments

Leases

Tilings

Live Stock
Dry Cows

Milk Cows,

Horses

Mares

Mules

Pigs

Iñ fact I have real Bargains'in everything a Farmer or
Ranchman needs.
Good Town Lots in the best part of
Mountainair. See me before you buy;
.

S.

L.

KEITH LEY

Uihce in .bront of the Mountainair Lumber Company Store

5

'oticc for Publication

'.i

nave special uai gains in

M.

May 14, 1918.
Notice is hereby given ihatMariani-t- a
Ballejós de Gomez, of Mountainair,
N. M., who, on May 11, 1914, made
Homestead Entry No. 021024 for the
NE14 SE14-- e nw
SE14, sy2 SE14
and SE14 SEii SW,' Section 19Í
Township 3 N., Range 6 E.; "N.- Mv P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before P. A. Speckmann, U. S. Commissioner, at Mouutainair, N. M., on the
U) rtay of July, 1918.

A Strong Bank's Friendship.
Has been the saving factor in many a man's business career.
Such friendships are not formed' in a day, however, they require the
,
ripening influence, of time.
Make this bank your friend and ally now, then when the crucial point
arrives in your business, it will know you. and your history well enough
to give assistance.
This truth is as important and. useful, to the individual as to the
business man.
Call in and we will be glad to explain at any time the advantage in a
banking connection.

;.'.

The Torrance County Savings Bank

Claimant names as witnesses:
Luciano Torres y Ballejos, Isabel
Maestaa, Donaciano Aragón and José
D. Quintana, all of Mountainir, N. M.
Francisco Delgado, Register.

of WBLLARD,

M.

"The Bank of Personal Services"

s Freely as
Calving

IN.

TSiey

Are

Their Lives

YOU DON'T HAVE TO FIGHT, VOU DON'T HAVE TO DIE.

BUT
YOUR SON DOES, OR YOUB BROTHER WHO IS NOV ACROSS
THE WAY OR THE KID NOW IN KHAKI TO WHOM YOU
USED TO GIVE PENNIES A SHORT TIME AGO.
THAT MONEY YOU HAVE LAID AWAY FOR "A RAINY DAY ' '
WOULDN'T YOU GIVE EVERY NICKED TÍ IT TO KEEP A
HUN'S KNIFE AWAY FROM JtlS THROAT?
, .
WELL, THE HUN IS HERE AND SOTIS IHS KNIFEAND SO
IS THE "RAINY DAY" IT'S RAINING NOW, RAINING BOMBS
AND SHRAPNEL UPON OUR BOYS "OVER THERE."

JUNE 28th
NAT30NAL WAR SAVINGS DAY
OlfHAT

DAY"

t;HE NATION .WILL CALL? UPÓÑ YOU, NOT

JUST YOUR NEIGHBOR

BUT YOU

TO PLEDGE

YOURSELF

TO THE PURCHASE OF A CERTAIN NUMBER OF WAR SAV-

INGS STAMPS DURING 1918.
LEND Your Money a3 FREELY as they ARE GIVING their Lives.

National War Savings Committee
This space contributed for
the Winniiifi of the War by

;.

Piñón Hardware & Furnitiirc Co.
G. T. McWhirtcr, Manager

THE MOUNTAIN AIB INDEPENDENT,
booze and with it the
booze bill, spend twice as much
for schools as we do, and still
have a billion dollars in our pock

out the

iijountainalr Independent
Published every Thursday by

i
I

ets!

Mountainair Printing Company
Today, all flags used iu the NaMountainair, New Mexico
vy are made at the Brooklyn Navy Yard from bunting made in
v P. A. SPECKMANN, Editor and Manager.
Massachusetts. The bunting must
weigh five pounds to forty yards,
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
and withstand a test of seventy
per Year, payable in advance
$2.00

pounds to two square inches. It
is steeped in salt water six hours
Entered as second class matter
and
then exposed to the sun for
at
13, 1916, at the
six hours. If it passes
another
Mountainair, N. M., under the Act of
these
tests
it is pronounced fit for
March 3, 1879.
the country's service.
Oc-to- br

post-offl-

ce

should be
"A social person is oue who,
earcful this year that the same er- when he has ten minutes to spare,
ror made last year is not repeated. uses it to bother some one who is
By some hok or crook, a large busy."
number of the bags purchased for
Our boan growers

shipping the product of 1917,were
stencilled "Torrance Coumy Pinto Peans," with nothing to show
whether Torrance County is in
or Singapore. If our farmers really want the advertising
they deserve in marketing their
beans, they should see that the
bags are stenciled showing that
the contents were grown near
"Mountainair, the heart of the
bean country of Torrance County,
New Mexico." "With some such
marking, the purchaser will know
just where to send to duplicate
the shipment, without having to
purchase blindly..

an eastern city they had just

A-las-

Major William Henry Harrison
Llewellyn, ,one of the greatest
New Mexico has had, says
that "Prohibition is a factor to be
pol-iticia-

reckoned with in New Mexico politics," and he never said a truer
thing. The dry victory last fall
proved that the people know what
they wanted then, and just as truly do they know what they want
now. They want the State Legislature to ratify the Amendment
to the Federal Constitution, providing for National Prohibition,
and the voters will see that men
elected to the next legislature will
be pledged to do this very thing.
Would-b- e
candidates had better
scramble onto the Water Wagon,
if they want to stand a ghost of
a show. Yes, the Major has seen
a

great light.

"We spend annually

$2,000,-000,000.0-

0

for liquor, which is
three times as much as we spend
to maintain all our public schools'
News Item.
And yet the liquorites tell us
that we could not maintain our
public schools if it were not for
the license money from liquor.
What's the matter with cutting

.

Mr. Morris is belíved to be theold

joy in that city that he might be

"transplanted"

and reformed.
led what was called the
boy,
and here ends that
"worst"
story.
(mi the newt jtfídMoon at
mothers' club meeting a speaker
t
fix worst boy hunt
and in the discussion which followed the talk veered around to
'(,. iiuys uní ine ih'st mn .
Finally the speaker asked each
mother present to vote "yes" if
she knew a boy she considered i0
per cent. good.
Twenty-on- e
votes were cast and
19 voted "yes," one voted "no,"
and one was blank. Later questioning developed the information that two mothers had daughters only in their homes.
Now isn't that just like a mother of a boy, to hold him at least
90 per cent good ? Sure it is And
we are certain that if the sons of
those mothers could have voted,
each and every one would have insisted they had 100 per cent perfect mother.
We wouldn't give two cents
for a boy who didn't think that
Way. El Paso Morning Times.
!

g
Thomas Morris, a retired
on the Mitten ranch in
Custer county, Kansas, is 124
years old. He was born in Berren,
North Wales, Scotland, on January 15, 1794. The remnants of the
Bible in which was inscribed his
birth date are still in possession
of the Mitten family. Now, in his
125th year, Mr. Morris is blind,
hardly able to hear and unable to
walk. He has not left his room for
two years, but retains his mental
faculties and has a good appetite.
farm-erlivin-

LINES

est white man living in the United
States and possibly in the world
and has the distinction of having
lived in three centuries.
The German goverment has
proclaimed its intention to biinish
everything foreign. That is surely
a plucky thing to do. In the future Germany must do without
the railroad, the telegraph, the
telephone,thc airship, the machine
gun, the rifle, the submarine, the
sewing machine,the knittmg machine, the automobile, the electric
mdtor, and a thousand and one
other great inventions and necessities. She will then be easy to
conquer. She will have left the
poison gas and liquid fire.
Smiles
A Jamestown

hist
Iii

..

motorist, accompanied by a girl friend smashed
through a fence and against a telephone pole, all because he put
his foot on the "gas" instead of
The optimist conon the barke.
cludes the story of the accident
with this bit of rhymed wisdom :
When driving with a lady fair
At 5 p. m. or later,
Be careful of your hands and feet
And don't accelerator.

TIMES t
DIMES tt
A few lines in this column will reach
more people than you can see in a
month. If you have anything to sell,
trade or give away, tell your neighbors
about it through this column. If you
want to buy, you may find that one of
your neighbors wants to sell that very
thing. The cost is small compared to
.

results.

For Sale: Three good young
milk cows,fresh and coming fresh
May be seen in town Saturday.
See Shaw

&

For Sale:

A Chickering piano,
New Edison diamond disc Phono-

graph, and household furniture.
Mrs. Fred L. Hill.

For Sale

:

Í

i

G It 0 C E R I E Sj It takes nine letters to spell Groceries,
and Its a big word at that, but 1 sometimes use It In connection with
my little business, but I use It forcefully, and It means lots.
It means a whole lot, when it is taken as applied.
In my little business it means:

Eatable Groceries
Reliable Lines of Groceries
Original Guaranteed Groceries
Carefully Selected Groceries
Efforts to Please You In Groceries
Reasonable Prices In Groceries
Individual Attention to Groceries
Earnest Request for Your Business In Groceries
Service, Looking after your wants In Groceries

Good

I have mentioned GROCERIES sixteen times in this advertisement because I want you to know that I sell Groceries, and that I
will appreciate a part of your Grocery business.
I have Fresh Vegetables and Strawberries once or twice a week.

A good Jack, cheap.
& Payne.

Inquire of Shaw

Lost: Pair of nose glasses in
marked Himmock Drug
Store, Atkins, Ark. Finder please
case

return to II.

C.

Jones, at Dyer s

Sec Goods before You Buy
YOU

CAN

AVOID

COSTLY

BUYING

MISTAKES

Instead of Buying Blindly from Pictures in n Catolog you can sec the
Real Implement before you Buy

sa-ve-

.

man.

Mountainair or Willard,

"Yes, me tellible awful," was
the reply. "Me callee in another

N. M.

For Sale: Some choice Milk Cows,
doctor. He give me medicine. Me $85,00 to $125.00. Shaw &Payne.
velly, velly bad. Me callee in another doctor. He come and give
me more medicine. Make me velFor Sale: Kitchen Cabinet, Steel
ly, velly baddcr. Me callee in Sing Couch, Sewing Machine, etc. Call at
Loo. He no come. He savec my Mrs. G. V. Hanlon's.
life." Dumb Animals.
For Sale: Three good cows horses
Sotlce for Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

Cheap. See Jim Payne.

Strayed or Stolen: One light brown
May 14, 1918.
d
muley cow, branded C- on
Notice is hereby given that Sam J. right side and flying W on left. Will
Isenhart, of Mountainair, N. M, who, pay for trouble of anyone holding her
ou November 28, 1917, made Home- and notifying me. Bert McCulloug,
stead Entry No. 034339, for N1 SecN. M.
tion 23, Township 3 N., Range 7 E.,
N. M, P. Meridian, has filed notice of
To Trade: Pair of black Perdiehis intention to make three year proof ron mares, four years old,
for pair of
to establish claim to the land above
mules. J. O. Coffey.
described, before P. A. Speckmann.U.
S. Commissioner at Mountainair, N. M.
For Sale: Leather Davenport. See
on the 8th day of July, 1918.
Miss Verde Corbett.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Chas. A. Noble, C. T. Lee, J. O. CofFor good dental work, see Dr. J. E.
fey and R. Sellers, all of Mountainair,
Kraft, over the B Theatre, AlbuquerN. M.
que, N. M.
tf
Francisco Delgado, Register.
bald-face-

Clem Shaffer Hardware Co.

--

X-ra- y,

Why Pay Rent?

5--

To Trade:

Mares for a span
Inquire this office.

of

bout. Face!

fenced. Running water. One mile
west of Eastview. Inquire of Dr. C. J.
Amble Mountainair.
5--

Have you thought WAR SAVINGS STAMPS beneath your dignity

Dr. J. E. KRAFT
Dentist
, Rooms 1, 2, 3, Barnett Building, Albuquerque, N. M. (over B Theatre.)
Appointments made by mail or phone.

that WAR SAVINGS STAMPS were only for your children?
Have you thought WAR SAVINGS STAMPS were only for those
who could invest in 25 cent units as steps to WAR SAVINGÜ
STAMPS?
Have you thought that Liberty Bonds, in their higher denominations
were your principal method of helping to finance the war?
No matter what your subscription to Liberty Loan
INGS STAMPS are also for YOU!

This is the best year you ever saw to buy good implements, and
the worst year you ever saw to buy poor ones. Crops are sure to be
high. All that you will have to do to make big money will be to
raise big crops. And getting big crops will depend largely upon the
kind of implements you use.
You can't afford to risk any implement uncertainty Inferior implements will mean the loss of the extra bushels and extra tons that the
use of good implements gives. Remember, the extra bushels and tons
will mean a lot this year much more than enough to pay for good
implements. See before you buy.

M.

For Rent: Farm and Ranch, of 240
acres; 40 acres under cultivation and

FRIDAY, JUNE

I
I
!

GROCERIES

Payne.

story is told of an English- store.
man who had occasion for a doctor while staying in Pekin.
Estrayed: One old black dehorned
"Sing Loo gleatest doctor," ad- cow.white in forehead and along black
vised his native servant. "He e branded bar V bar left hip; C lazy
my lifee once."
R connected left hip; Con right hip.
"Really?" queried the EnglishJ. Lewis Clark.
A

J. A Copeland

V

mules.

WAR SAV-

28th

National War Savings Day
An exact quota, according to population, has been set. It is $20
average for each American man, woman and child this means the
limit, $1000 each, for those who can, to average those who cannot.
The goal is $2,000,000,000

3

i

For Trade: New modern residence
bath, electric lights, outbuildings for
horse, cow, chickens, etc. First class
condition; lot 50x142 ft.; within two
blocks of Ward . Schoolhousfi and
street car line, in Highlands, Albuquerque.
Will consider trade for
Beau Farm in foothills, north of
Mountainair preferred. Anyone interested write, giving description of
property, location and value to Geo.
P. Learnard, 214 S. Walter St.,

To continue paying rent year after year, is not
showing economy and thrift. Why not secure a
lot and build your own home, and instead of
paying rent to someone else, be your own landlord? We have a few choice lots left well located, at prices that will astonish you. Come in
and let's talk it over.

Abo Land Company
LLOYD ORME, Manager

Dressmaking At the old Printing
Office, by Mrs. W. T. Richardson. Neat
and fancy sewing.

(Two Billion Dollars) to be obtained this

year, which means

RIGHT ABOUT FACE!
Subscribe for your full quota of WAR SAVINGS STAMPS.
Sign your pledge on or before Friday, June 28th.

National War Savings Committee
This space contributed for
the Winning of the War by

P. A. Speckmann,
Agent Fireman's Fund Insurance Company

i

For Sale: Cornish Organ and
plow tools. See R. E. Cleveland, at
Scholle, N. M.
.Subscribe

for l!ie Independent

Baptist Church Services
Sunday School at 10 a. m. B. Y. P.
U. at 7 p. m. Preaching the 1st and
3d Sundays at 11 a. m. and 7:45 p. m.
Prayer Meeting every Wednesday evtn-in- g
at 7:30. Ladies Missionary Aid Society meets twice a month (Wednesday) 2:30 p. m. Sunbeam Band 1st and
3d Sundays at 3 p. m.
Church Conference Saturday 7:30 p.
m. before the 1st Sunday in each month.
W. BPbipps, Faster.

C. B. CLOUD

Auto Repairing
and Oils

All

Work guaranteed

Beat's Garage
Mountainair, N. M.

!

1

'
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THE MOUNTAIN AIR INDEPENDENT,
CONGRESSIONAL DEBATE
WAXES WARM OVER FOOD

Wirkiiifrn::.n ha Staunch Supporters
In National House of

The amendment to the Food Production Bill as adopted by the National House last week, provoked as lively
a debate as anything which has occurred recently. Paragraph four of the
bill reads:
"For Increasing food production and
eliminating waste and promoting conservation of food by educational and
demonstrational methods.through coun
ty, district, and urban agents and

IMPORTANT NOTICE
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITKD STATES PROCLAIMS FRIDAY,
JUNE 28, 1918,

NATIONAL WAR SAVINGS DAT

others,$6,100,000."

í

The amendment which provoked the
debate was:
"No part of this appropriation shall
be available for any purpose unless
there shall have been previously issued proclamation authorized by section 15 of the act of August 10, 1917,
such proclamation being the prohibition of the use of foods, fruits, food
materials, or feeds in the production
of malt or vinous liquors for 'jeverage
purposes."
Representative Randall of California, who offered
the amendment
opened the debate by showing the inconsistency of asking the mothers and
children of the land to save bread
crusts, and allow the brewers to waste
food not by the pound, but by the ton.

GOVERNORS AND MAYORS MAKR SIMILAR PROCLAMATIONS
MEETINGS WILL BE HELD IN EVERY COMMUNITY TO SECURE
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

Pursuant to the proclamations of the President of the United States
and the Governor of this State, I, War SaviiiRs Director for New Mexico,
acting under the authority of the United States Treasury Department, have
called all
and
to meet on Friday, June 28th, to give
their subscriptions for War Savings Stamps. In rural communities and the
smaller towns and cities, meetings will be held in the school houses at 2 p. m.
tax-paye- rs

wage-earne-

rs

The school or precinct officers will conduct the meeting in each school
house, keeping a record of the proceedings and reporting the names of all
persons present and the amount of War Savings Stamps subscribed for by
them. The names of absent persons, and of those who refuse or neglect to
subscribe, with their reasons for so doing, will also be reported.

rt he sau:
"T! e most ast:.uiiünj (hint;
with the food situation in this
country is the failure of the Food Administration to act in the matter of
grains and sugar used in manufacture
jf beer. With an intensive campaign of
.spying into the flour barrel and the
áugar bowl of every family in America
che wholesale loss of food through the
operations of the breweries, most of
whose product is German owned
and made, becomes a positive scandal.
"Mr.. Hoover admits that the brewers are using today 42,000,000 bushels
of barley, over 2,000,000 bushels of
rice, and over 10,000,000 bushels of
corn annually and millions of pounds
of sugar in the manufacture of beer,
ind all of this, Mr. Chairman, is undoubtedly a waste not only of the
food products but of the fuel and
cransportation facilities of the counii

War Pavings Stamps (which are United States Government Bonds the
same as Liberty Bonds) can be paid for during any month in the year 1918,
but it is intended that subscriptions will be signed for them on June 28.

c..n-nect-

The price of each War Savings Stamp depends upon the month during
which it is bought. During June each stamp rill cost $4.17. In July each
Stamp will cost $4.18, and so on, one cent more each month during 1918. On
January 1, 1923, the Government of the United States will redeem all War
Savings Stamps at $5.00 each, no mallei1 during which month in .1918 they
were bought. They cost less during the early months in 1918 than during
the later months because the person who buys earlier has loaned his money
to the Government for a longer time than if he should buy later.

By way of illustration, note the following table

"

:

COST OF WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

DURING JUNE, JULY AND AUGUST, 1918
Cunt in
1

Stamp

20 Stamps

Stamps
100 Stamps
200 Stamps
GO

;

June
$ 4.17
83.40
208.50
417.00
834.00

Ctst In
July
$ 4.18
83.(50

200.00
418.00
836.00

;

Cost In AndAreWortk
August on Jan. 1, 1121
$ 4.19
5.00
$
83.80
100.00
209.50
250.00
419.00
500.00
838.00
1,000.00

create dissension among the industrial workers of the country. Are
you willing to accept his decision In
this critical moment that it is for the
benefit of the industrial welfare of
the country, the peace and quiet of
the industrial workers, to have control of the alcoholic content of malt-ou- s
beverages, or are you In favor at
this minute of driving the President to
stop instanter the use of grains in the
further manufacture of maltous beverages, when you know there is only
a three months' supply on hand, and
thereby force the public to the stronger drinks the whisky and wines and
other strong alcoholic drinks?
To this slap at the laboring men,
Represetative Caraway of Arkansas
replied:
"I grow a bit weary of members al- ways saying that the working people
of this country will not work unless
they are drunk (Laughter and applause.) I resent.it for them.. I say
now that the records will show there
jiave been more strikes, there have
been more disorders, there has been
more disloylty in those communities
where whiskey and beer are manufactured and drunk since this war
commenced than in all other parts of
this country put together, (Applause)
"When anyone here says the honest workingmen of this country hold
their allegiance to beer above that of
their country and their flag, it simply
shows well, I will not say what I
started to say. (Laughter.) It shows
absolute ignorance of workingmen. I
will put it that way.
"Then they say, It will embarrass
the President, and the gentleman
who makes that statement has been
opposed to more propositions that the
President has wanted than any other
member of this House.
"The proposition is, Is it more important to have bread or beer? If you
are in favor of men being made drunk
than in having children kept in good
health, then, bless your heart, vote
against this amendment. It amounts
to the same thing. (Applause.) The
time has passed in this country and
everywhere when you can say that
beer or whiskey are necessary for
good health, or that the working people of this country will not work unless you make them drunk. The record does not bear out that assertion,
and the working people will not stand
for it. If you would rather protect
the interests of the
Germans of the country than the people
who need sugar and bread, why, bless
your heart, if that, is where your
heart lies, vote against this amendment.
"There is no use in trying to hide
behind the idea of embarrassing the
President or embarrassing the workers of this country. It may be that
the I. W. W. will agree with the gentleman. 1 do not know. If any working people do, they are the only

try.
Representative Stafford of Wisconsin attempted to defend the brewers
by ' hiding behind President Wilson,
churning that the amendment was a
slap t the President to coerce him to
issuing a proclamation for
e
prohibition. His plea for the president was:
"I am nor'in the confidence of the
President, but I have heard it stated
that the reason why the President
has not forbidden the manufacture of
beer absolutely is zbecause it would ones.

The law provides that no person can hold in h.s own name War Savings
Stamps exceeding $1,000 maturity value. War Savings Stamps, however,
may be purchased for other members of the family, including minor children.
The money invested in War Savings Stamps is not a gift, or & donation,
but is a loan to the Government. It will all be paid back with 4 compound interest. If, because of some serious financial reverses, or calamity,
it, should be necessary to get your money before January 1, 1923, you may
do so by giving ten days notice to any Money Order postmaster, in which
case you can get what you paid for the Stamps, with interest to date of
payment. The Stamps are free from all State and Loral taxes; when registered at the postoffice they are insured against loss; they are backed by all
the property in the United States; they cannot fall in value below the price
you pay; they are as convenient and as well paying an investment as has
ever been offered by our Government.

war-tim-

beer-makin-

A definite quota of War Savings Stamps has been assigned each school

An Ohio man whose son was an

applicant for a position in the
Federal civil service, but who
had been repeatedly "turned
down," said:
"It's sure hard luck, but Pill
has missed that civil servio again
It looks like they just won't have

that's all"
"What's the trouble Í" asked

him,

the friend.
"Well, he was kinder short on
spellin' and geography, an' he
missed a good deal in arithme-

tic."
"What's he going

to do

it!"

about

"1 don't know," said the

fath-

"Times are not so good for
us,. an'.I.:reckon, he'll have to go
back to teachiii' school for a
"
er.

liv-in-

-

i
people are like cideif'i-sweenough: wntill HI is time $

Some

et

f

work.

No Need

of

Getting Shoes
Half a Size Too Large
as so many ladies do

because

they don't pay enough attention to the fit of the stockings.
You can always get the "happy
medium" of a comfortably snug
fit no waste room in the toes
or heels, or about the ankles
no wrinkles to hurt and look,
slovenly.
There's a size in

Armor

g

Plate

Hosiery

that 5a precisely your

size. They're
Anif (never wet and molded) to size

and shape. They'll neither shrink
and bind your feet, nor stretch and
wrinkle under the shoes, after you've
worn them awhile.
Because they fit so well, they look
trim and stylish; the extra wear you
get out of them is due to the extra
e
quality
yarn of which
they're made and the special dye.
(Harmsnot) which positively doesn't
burn, rot or weaken the fabric.
Cotton, silk or wool
perfect in
weave, wear and wash.
long-fibr-

ORME MERCANTILE
COMPANY

B3ES5

district and community, which will be announced at each meeting on June
28th. The Government of the United 'States" expects all the citizens of every
precinct, school district and county to subscribe for its quota and to pledge

Put a Chip of Patriotism on
Your Shoulder, june 28th

themselves to save and economize to help win the war.
It is to be hoped that the subscriptions taken at the meetings in your
county will show you and your neighbors to be loyal Americans to whom
our Government, in this hour of need, does not call io vain.
Signed,

HARD LUCK FOR SOMEBODY

I

Pledge yourself to buy War Savings Stamps on or before June 28th.
It's Patriots' Pledge Day the day the government will call upon
you to give a new pledge of loyalty; new proof of your will to win;
new evidence that your dollars as well as your hearts are behind
the men facing the Hun on the martyred fields of fair France.

1

National War Savings Day

New Mexico War Savings Director appointed and acting under the author
ity of the Secretary of the United States Treasury.
t

FRIDAY, JUNE
On

that day you will

be

28th

asked to sign a personal pledge to buy

WAR SAVINGS STAMPS
A PROFITABLE

MARE

Our old friend J. F. Knox, of
south of town, was here Friday
looking lifter business matters.
While here Mr. Knox, showed us
a little bay mare which has been
in his possession for 15 years.
This marc has raised him Ihirteen
colts, ten mules and three horse
colts. He has sold $700 worth of
mules from the colts raised by
her; one team which is 16 hands
high, he has one team of nuiles,
left and three horse colts. The
little mare weighs about 1100
pounds and doesn't resemble a
mint in the least, but she is there
and over when it conies to raising
the real thing in the way of good
horses and mules. Mr. Knox, is
very proud of the little animal
and say's if there is anyone in this
section who has a mare with a better record they had better speak
up or he is going to tag her the
queen of mortgage raisers.
(Okla.) Capitol.
Ar-ne- tt

...

Subscribe for

t't

Independent

said the stormiest 17 day period
OKLAHOMA WEATHER
PROPHET SPEAKS between now and September 1st,
will be June 8th to 24th and June
I am sometimes mistaken
in my taken as a whole will be
stormy as compared with other
weather predictions and so is the
United States weather bureau, al- Junes. Alva Pressnell, in Arnett
though it is a very commendable (Okla.) Capitol.
Mathematics is the
institution.
only exact science. Three weeks
ago I said in your paper that most
Previous to 1017 it ivqmred, in
parts of the country would proba- the United States, at least tvo
bly get a superabundance of rain years to build a destroyer.
This
June 8th to 24th inclusive. We year they are being turned out in
will have plenty of rain during eight months, and i he time is to
the entire month of June. Rains be cut to six months before the
and storms will increase in energy year is out.
to about June 22nd, and decrease
to about July fifth. From about
June 5th o July 15th, storms will
$100.00 Reward
have a tendency to increase in
energy within an hour of mid-daWill pay the above reward for the
and of midnight. From June 5th return of twenty-fou- r
head of catle,
to 25th inclusive there will be strayed or stolen from my ranch,
earthquakes in countries subject about three weeks ago. Twenty of
to them. They will be north of the these are 2 and 3 year-old22are
equator during the first seven day branded JHR (connected) on left
g
of this peroid, on or near the
shoulder, and 2 are branded UH on
the next seven days and left shoulder. No ear marks.
Jas. H. Rhoades,
south of the equator during the
Mnuntatnalr. N. M.
last seven days. As I have already

War Savings Stamps are a direct loan from you to Uncle Sam. Nothing can lessen their value. They're always at par. They pay you
well, though that isn'!t)half so important to you as what your money
does for that boy maybe your own -- "over there." Back him up.
Keep food going to him. Keep a coat on him. Keep his clips full of
cartridges. -- And shoes on his feet. .See that he has a "tin hat." Buy
W. S. S. send him over the top with the
feeling that comes
from knowing you are pledged to see that he gets what is coming to
go-get-'- m

him.
Get ready to sign

your Pledge of Patriotism on National War Savings
Day. And buy W. S. S. until you wonder how you were able to do it.
You'll pay $4.17for each W. S. S. on June 28th-a- nd
you'U get $5 for
each of them.

National War Savings Committee

y

s;

This space contributed for
the Winning of the War bv

Farmers Trading Company

equa-tordurin-

C. P. CHAPPELL, Manager

I

THE
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Persona hncl Joca

Have yfi'.i examined our stock of godds? If not we
the loséis thereby. We have our store full of bargains.
are
Not onl.in Second Hand goods, but New Goods as well.
íleré is a sample bargain : Men 's Clothing, the same
wiiicú 'wóuírl Cost you double the money in the cities, we
are seiniig'at S.OO tier suit. Don't fail to see these.
FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS AT PRICES TO SURPRISE
' YOirrwiir pay
both

Jason "Williams was jfmoHgyth
soldier hoys who left ' last week
for Austin, Texat take spftcial
Assistant District Attorney R. training at the University of TexL. Ilitt was up from Willard Tues as.
John W. Conant was up from
Kayo yesterday on business.

FOR WARM WEATHER

--

day.

You not'd Hot Weather Clothes for these warm days.

'Li

!

more?

.

to' Al

Mrs. Dora Booth returned
John Ji. Williams returned last buquerque the last of last week
week from Hot Springs where he after a visit with her children,"
had been for a rest.
Miss Mae and Len and Mrs. Amble.
for Men, Ladies' and Children. Don't punish jour body with
County Superintendent Burt
County Leader Rennet of the
went to Willard Monday eveninsr
uncomfortable clothing.
to attend a meeting of the "Wi- Boys and Girls Clubs, was Moun
llard schoolboard.
tainair visitor the last of last,,
Our line of Shoes is the most complete ever shown here.
week, conferring with the loeal
pleasant
and
Good
a
here.
attendance
leaders
in
And our prices are very reasonable. You wont go wrong
ime are reported by those who at
letting us fit your feet, for we fit both feet and pocket book.
tended the ice cream social at the
Insurance Inspector J. W. Lof-tu- s
Coulter home last night.
and family left for Estancia
Tuesday
noon, after several days
In Groceries, we supply ycV with the best the market
Mr. fnd Mrs. .! A. Lee were here on business. "While here thoy
,v
south oí' Sehol- - were guests in the Bigelow home.
ui from the
affords, and purchasing in large quantities can give you the
T.iesdiiy of this week. Mr. Lee
benefit of low first cost of the goods, with only a small profit
brought in a line
reports
William D. Dow of Tajique is
C.
Maxey
L.
for
of
well
in
H'ator
town today, securing supplies
buy.
added. Get our prices on Groceries before you
near Kavo i vciit'y, having struck for his store at that place. He
good flow at 158 feet. He says reports light showers, but no good
that in hi-- neighborhood the rain rains as yet in his vicinity.
.:
was light, bui that south of hira
everything v;as flooded.
Elmer Lee returned from Eos-we- ll
Sunday evening, where 'he-haMrs. C. I. Amble has requested
been working. He expects to
hat we announce that the special enter Uncle Sam's service shortled Cross Buttons for those con ly and has come for a visit with'
tributing to the Red Cross during home folks before leaving.. .Jijrj,
the special Drive, were exhausted training camp.
uite early in the week of the
drive and no more are to be had.
Last Friday C. R. Tarkhigti,
She lias received a number ot re of Estancia, was over looking afquests for these which she can ter political fences. Ile.is-a,.''V'l- not supply, although the parties didate for the nomination as s,u- are iustlv entitled to these.
penntendent ot schools ,oi..:lpri
ranee county before the DemocraWe have had inquiry regard- - tic convention.
:i
a l.
i
i
wni uonii ol
TOMATOES
ior
uig i lie uniiing
BLACKBERRIES
CANTALO UPES
V
Mountainair, as to the progress
CABBAGE
Mr. and Mrs. S. AV. Parton
LETTUCE
CUCUMBERS
icing made. The site has been
last evening from OklaORANGES
BANANAS
MUSTRAD GREENS
chosen on the Mora Timber Com- - homa, where they were oaHed
z panv land above Eastview, and some ten days ago by the illness
ii it 4 4
the work of building the derricks of a brother.
i
if .:!. if.'
is progressing nicely. The drills
;
"ím.
We have just received a shipment of Heinz' Apple Butter,
any
ire expected in at almost
l
THE
E
TOHHAXÍ
C0Ü3VTI
(tru
tife.P
time, and the actual work ot
Pickles and Condiments. Have you tried Heinz' Dill Pickles?
z ing will be pushed. We are in
TEACHEJlSílXSilWl'E
They are Better.
en
formed that two drills are
The Torrance County ?nfetituí:e,r'fír
route here now.
be held at Estancia, commencing oij.
the 17th day 6t June; L91, aivin
z
OUR SPECIAL THIS WEEK FOR THURSDAY AND
tinuing two wéeks,VMsínS .'. pij. .tM
28th. A fee of two dollars and fifty
FRIDAY IS:

n

Come in and see our Straw Hats, both for Dress and Field
Wear. Clothing that fits the temperature. Summer Underwear

Chappell

P- -

r

,

Make jais, our Bank
f

v

Oar accomodations, conveniences and cordial personal
at home with us.

ftttenstion wilhroak, you feel

besígnaleá Depository for
'"THE FEDERAL LAND BANK of Wichita, Kansas

1

National Bank

i

Albuquerque, N. M.

Mountainair Lumber Co.

PIRST NATIONAL BANK

s

i

GOOD THINGS TO EAT

4

!
I

ÍV

-.-

!
Try

i

3-l-

b.

of the quality of the Coffee.

that you were buying that Cultivator. We handle the Oliver line and have all of the different kinds and
sizes and at last year's prices, too. See us before you buy.

i:a-chers-

is time

4

S

S

S

Willard Mercantile Co.
ENCINO

Take the Old Straw
Hats Out of the Closet.

C. L.

Make them good as new with

Co.

MOUNTAINAIR

WILLARD

3

-

surplus and Profits

''.

.
Qirculatioh ,r-Rediscounts and Bills Payable
;Deposit9'

:

' ';'-

'"'3

-

-

-

-

Total

i

-

-

-

,

,

BELEN-

"T:

1

I

r

,

"'

':

'''

Jet Hliwk
Dull Itl.x I;
Cardinal Red

P. A. Speckmann
U. S. Commissioner

Yellow
Navy BIiip
t'ndi't HI ue
Sage (ireen

Let us demonstrate

AMBLE'S

In

Violet
Lavender

Cpmmerciaj

Savings

Safe Deposit

Bjankíng Business entrusted to our keeping
;

!

receives the most careful attention

Roue-Natura-l

to you.

PHARMACY

FARMERS TRAING
Mountainair, N. M.
Childrens Rompers
Childrens Hats
- - Mens Hats
Mens Summer Caps
Tennis Shoes - -

Mountainair Produce Company
FEED. COAL AND WOOD

CO.
Notions

Groceries, Dry Goods,

At the Independent Office, Mountainair

- - -

Work Shirts - - Mens Overalls
Youths Overalls
Khaki rants
Whip Cord Pants
Prices Right on Men

H

to 1.25
to 5.00
- $.75 to .85
- $.75 to 1.25
- $.65 to .85
65
$3.50

.....

Underwear.
Prices Right on Lace

1.75
1.00
2.00

Fire Proof Store House
North Summit Street

and

Farmers Trading Co.
. .

POST-OFFIC-

E

WITH INTER-

EST.
PLEDGE YOURSELF TO BUY WAR SAVINGS STAMPS ON OR
BEFORE

JUNE 28th
NATIONAL WAR SAVINGS DAY
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS CAN BE BOUGHT IN ANY AMOUNTS
UP TO A THOUSAND DOLLARS. THEY ARE SO GOOD A
YOU CANNOT BUY MORE.
YOU CAN BUY WAR SAVINGS STAMPS AT THE
AT BANKS AND AT MOST STORES.

Y

E

and Embroid-

Prices Right on Hosiery.
It pays you to get our Prices before
you buy anything in Groceries and
Dry goods else where.

Mouiitainalr

CAN DO SO ANY TIME AT THE

POST-OFFIC-

3.25
Womons

ery.

Exclusive Sales Agent for

,

BEAR IN 4 PER CENT. COMPOUND INTEREST. THEY COST
M.17 NOW. INjFIVE YEARS THEY WILL BE WORTH $5 EACH.
IF YOU WISIIiTO CASH THEM IN BEFORE THAT TIME YOU

Land Filing Papers Acknowledged and Proofs Taken at
Legal Rates

Petitions, Applications and other Instruments Drawn at
Reasonable Rates

oékét

BILL I Jj7 'YOUR POCKET DOES NOT IXCKEASE IX
v
VALUE; A WAR SAVINGS STAMP DOES."
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS ARE LITTLE GOVERNMENT BOXDS

Old
Victory Blue
it

t

A $5

(iray

etr Mexico

)

DEIARTVI ENTS MAINTAI NED

Supt.

:our

ir

'

War Savings Stamps
Better Than R3oney

Orine
Ilurnt Straw
Itronn

Q1

I

NEW MEXICO

STRAW HATS

1 rfi

400,000.00
254,354.36
300,000.00
543,162.97
5,419,298.59

rp -FIRST NATIONAL BANK

doubt

halt

$

Si!

COLORS OLD AND NEW

you'll find several
in your closet that
are still in good condition except
that they are soiled and faded.
Colortte will make them look good
as new. You can make them any
color you like. Just the shade to
match a new dress, for instance.

NO

t

2,405,643.69
$6,916,815.92

--

(oloHte
Colonic ii a liquid told in a bottle with a brush
It ii waterproof and durable.
for applying.
Easily applied by anyone.
Dries in thirty
minute. Comes in 6 colon :

HOUR,

Burt,

61,040.35

I

'

:

8.

142,599.26

"S

Leading Merchants of the Estancia Valley

t

z

:

;

cents will be charged, Uh; an áddi
tional charge of twertt-flr- e
'cents fpr
the Institute manual;.!. AU
who contemplate, teaching 'sh'ould.'.talsre:
advantaage of
tend. Also, eighth' gradé graduates
should avail themselves of this opportunity to strengthen their ' wbrkr
even though they ' ;do not ' "intend' lb
"
;
teach.

Can of Cabinet Coffee for 90 Cents

This price is no indication
a can.

It

t
t
t
t

.A

--

:

1

t

;

"

i

.

:

-

Í
$4,266,616.61
1,468.79
24,447.22
15,000.00

Boñ3feV;Securh(ésEtc;
SiíxrfcFih Federal Reserve Bank, .Dallas, Texas
'
'
.
.
.
Reaf Estate Owneíí
I Banking House arid Furniture
íUnítea States Bofids
$ 425.000.00
:
"
ÍCasfi arid Exchange
1,980,643.69
,
..
Total
I'
LIABILITIES

:;-

J

1

!
!

Albuquerque, New Mex.
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
' At ThcCloee of Business, June 20, 1917.
RESOURCES
s,
i.

MOUNTAINAIR STATE BANK
Member Federal Reserve System

Mountainair,

N. M.

jjj

t

